
Market Commentary

After a volatile March that saw the development of a regional banking crisis 
in the US and the forced takeover of a systemically important bank in Europe, 
April was surprisingly calm, and, by a few measures, was one of the least 
volatile months since the pandemic – only five out of 38 non-currency financial 
assets moved more than 3% in either direction. The MOVE index, which tracks 
Treasury volatility, was back at levels seen prior to the Silicon Valley Bank 
collapse, while the VIX index of equity volatility closed the month at 16 points, 
the lowest level since November 2021. 

In the absence of negative news, markets were steady, with small gains across 
equity and credit markets, while returns in rates markets were more mixed. 
Investment grade credit returned 0.7% in both the US and Europe, while high 
yield returned 0.8% and 0.5% respectively, and the CoCo index returned 1.4% 
over the month. Government bond returns were slightly positive in the US 
(0.5%), flat in Europe (0.0% return for Bunds), and negative in the UK (-1.9%).

On the macroeconomic front, the response from the Federal Reserve (Fed) and 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) in March calmed fears of 
the regional banking crisis in the US developing into something more serious, 
with deposit outflows across the banks turning positive and quarterly earnings 
largely beating expectations. First Republic Bank, however, bucked this trend 
towards the end of the month, showing that the crisis is not yet over. On top of 
this, US debt ceiling concerns came to the fore in April, with a lower tax take at 
the end of the financial year leading analysts to bring forward the ‘x-date’ (the 
estimated date when the Treasury can no longer pay its bills) amid concerns 
that a divided congress will find it difficult to come to an agreement.

Inflation data across Europe and the US continued to print significantly above 
central bank targets, with the UK in particular seeing an upside surprise to 
April’s data and headline inflation yet again above 10% (driving the move in 
UK government bonds mentioned earlier). We did start to see early signs of 
a loosening in labour data, however, with the growth in non-farm payrolls in 
the US declining versus a strong January and February, alongside weaker job 
opening numbers and jobless claims. 

With a slight loosening in financial conditions and inflation that continued to 
remain robust, terminal rate expectations increased marginally in April. The 
market is, however, pricing in a number of cuts in the second half of the year, 
particularly in the US, although the Fed and other central bankers have tried to 
push back on this given the inflationary environment. 

Portfolio Commentary

The Fund was up 0.45% over the month, with credit rallying despite a significant 
sell off in short-dated European rates. Year to date, this takes total returns to 
1.14%.

The attribution for the month shows broad-based gains across all sectors, 
even government bonds, given all government exposure in the Fund was in US 
Treasuries, which performed well in contrast to European rates.

Banks performed positively, gaining back some of March’s losses, returning 
0.76% and contributing 15 basis points (bps). However, AT1s stood out, 
returning 1.96%, with a contribution of 5 bps.  Specifically, the Coventry AT1 
returned 1.13%, the Nationwide 3.19% and the UBS position 0.91% (as stated 
last month, the portfolio managers will exit the UBS position in time, once it 
has regained further value, but cannot be specific on timing). Although the 
insurance sector returned a lower amount of 0.59%, contributing 14 bps, the 

RT1 subsector was notable for the strongest sector return over the month of 
2.38%, but, with a weighting of less than 50 bps, the contribution was a very 
modest 1 bp. Overall, financials returned 0.68%, contributing 30 bps.

Non-financials also produced positive returns for April, with the higher beta 
sector of corporate hybrids returning 0.51% and contributing 5 bps, 
with senior non-financials returning 0.34% with a contribution of 8 bps. 
Secured bonds also did well, returning 0.79% and adding 2 bps at the 
portfolio level. ABS were up 0.73%, contributing 5 bps, and lastly our holdings 
of US Treasuries outperformed European rates and returned 0.31% which 
added 3 bps at the portfolio level.

With the further negative news on commercial real estate (CRE), especially 
in the US, combined with the propensity of regional US banks to lend to the 
sector, the portfolio managers have turned more defensive on financials. 
The portfolio of course is not directly exposed to CRE or US regional banks; 
however, the risks of a liquidity crisis in US banks transferring across the 
Atlantic have clearly increased. As such, the PMs have started increasing credit 
quality within financials by rotating 5% of both our subordinated banking 
and insurance sectors into their senior equivalents. To be clear, we think 
the European financials we are exposed to remain very well run, very well 
capitalised, and very well regulated. However, as we saw with Credit Suisse in 
March, an insolvency and liquidity crisis in US banks has the potential to cause 
liquidity issues in European banks; thus, we have trimmed risk a little at the 
margin within our exposures, and this trade will continue in May.

Market-wide risks also remain higher now in 2023 than before, and as such the 
portfolio managers believe a continued lower beta stance than normal remains 
prudent, where both our interest rate and credit spread duration remain 
lower than normal at 1.4 years, with around 15% in our liquidity bucket – of 
government bonds (all US Treasuries), supranationals and cash – which is also 
higher than normal. Over the next few months, as we await further clarification 
on the likely tightening of monetary conditions from stricter lending standards 
in the banking sector, the portfolio managers believe there will opportunities 
to add beta – but that right now is not the time to add significant portfolio risk.

Market Outlook and Strategy 

The end of extremely cheap money and expanding central bank balance sheets, 
coupled with geopolitical and economic risk, and now significant questions 
over bank credit quality (especially for smaller US banks), mean that volatility is 
likely to remain in risk assets for some time yet.

As such, we believe the combination of very low duration and high average 
yield, with high average credit quality, make short-dated investment grade 
credit the ‘best game in town’ for 2023. This is predominantly due to the 
very high breakeven yield the portfolio now exhibits, with a yield of 6.08% 
and a duration of 1.39 years meaning the breakeven yield is some +437 bps. 
Although the portfolio managers fully expect volatility to remain in markets 
for some months yet, a scenario where the portfolio yield rises by more than 
4.37% to ~10.5% during 2023 seems very remote, and as such the probability 
of positive total returns over the next 12 months remains very high.

In these markets, we appreciate having access to portfolio managers is more 
important than in ‘normal’ times. Therefore, we would encourage you to reach 
out to your sales contacts and set up meetings with the portfolio managers to 
discuss anything you wish in more detail.
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Discrete Performance YTD 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Class I Inc (Gross) 1.14% -4.80% 0.52% 2.47% 5.02% -0.83% 5.25% 4.99% N/A N/A N/A

SONIA + 250 2.08% 3.97% 2.59% 2.73% 3.26% 3.11% 2.79% 2.91% N/A N/A N/A

Annualised

Cumulative Performance 1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y 10y Since Inception*

Class I Inc (Gross) 0.45% -0.37% 2.80% -1.09% 0.24% 0.68% N/A 1.82%

SONIA + 250 0.51% 1.57% 3.02% 5.10% 3.47% 3.35% N/A 3.19%

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The performance figures shown are in GBP on a mid-to-mid basis inclusive of net reinvested income and net of all fund 
expenses. Performance data does not take into account any commissions and costs charged when shares of the fund are issued and redeemed. The value of an investment and the income 
from it can fall as well as rise as a result of market and currency fluctuations and you may not get back the amount originally invested. *Inception date: 28 August 2015.



•  All financial investment involves risk. The value of your investment 
isn’t guaranteed, and its value and income will rise and fall. Investors 
may not get back the full amount invested.

•  Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance, and the 
Fund may not achieve its investment objective.

•  Fixed income carries two main risks, interest rate risk and credit risk: (1) 
Where long term interest rates rise, there is a corresponding decline in 
the market value of bonds and vice versa; (2) Credit risk refers to the 
possibility that the issuer of the bond will not be able to repay the principal 
and make interest payments.

•  Typically, sub-investment grade securities will have a higher risk of issuer 
default, and are generally considered to be more illiquid than investment 
grade securities. 

•  The Fund can invest in structured credit products or asset-backed 
securities (ABS). The issuer of such products may not receive the full 
amounts owed to them by underlying borrowers, which would affect the 
value of the Fund. Credit and prepayment risks also vary by tranche which 
may affect the Fund’s performance.

•  The Fund has the ability to use derivatives, including but not limited to FX 
forwards, for hedging purposes only (EPM). This may magnify 
gains or losses.

Key Risks

Further Information and Literature: 
TwentyFour Asset Management LLP

T. 020 7015 8900     
E.  sales@twentyfouram.com 
W. twentyfouram.com

Further information on fund charges and costs are included on our website at www.twentyfouram.com

This marketing document was produced for professional investors, for distribution in UK and has been prepared and approved by TwentyFour Asset Management LLP (“TwentyFour”), a 
company of the Vontobel Group, and Vontobel Asset Management AG (together referred to as “Vontobel”), whereas TwentyFour acts as manager of the securities and/or strategies discussed, 
for information purposes only.

TwentyFour Asset Management LLP is able to assist those institutional clients who require it with meeting their Solvency II (including its UK onboarding and onshoring legislation) obligations. 
In particular, TwentyFour Asset Management LLP will make all reasonable endeavours to comply with the Solvency II Regulations 2015 Article 256. This financial product does not make any 
commitment to invest in environmentally sustainable investments in the sense of the EU Taxonomy. The EU Taxonomy specific product disclosure requirements do not apply to this financial 
product.  As the investments of the financial product do not take into account the EU criteria for environmentally sustainable economic activities in the sense of the EU Taxonomy, the “do no 
significant harm” principle according to the EU Taxonomy does not apply to the investments of the financial product. Please contact the Compliance Department at compliance@twentyfouram.
com for more information.

TwentyFour Asset Management LLP is a Limited Liability Partnership incorporated in England under Partnership No. OC335015 with its registered office at 8th Floor, The Monument Building, 
11 Monument Street, London EC3R 8AF and is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority, FRN No. 481888

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell shares of the fund/fund units or any investment instruments, to 
effect any transactions or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. Subscriptions of shares of the fund should in any event be made solely on the basis of the fund’s current sales prospectus 
(the “Sales Prospectus”), the Key Investor Information Document (“KIID”), its articles of incorporation and the most recent annual and semi-annual report of the fund and after seeking the advice 
of an independent finance, legal, accounting and tax specialist. This document is directed only at recipients who are institutional clients such as eligible counterparties or professional clients as 
defined by the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014/65/EC (“MiFID” including its UK onboarding and onshoring legislation) or similar regulations in other jurisdictions. 

In particular, we wish to draw your attention to the following risks: Investments in derivatives are often exposed to the risks associated with the underlying markets or financial instruments, as 
well as issuer risks. Derivatives tend to carry more risk than direct investments.  Investments in riskier, higher-yielding bonds are generally considered to be more speculative in nature. These 
bonds carry a higher credit risk and their prices are more volatile than bonds with superior credit ratings. There is also a greater risk of losing the original investment and the associated income 
payments.  Investment universe may involve investments in countries where the local capital markets may not yet qualify as recognized capital markets.  The structure of ABS/MBS and the pools 
backing them might be intransparent which exposes the subfund to additional credit and prepayment risks (extension or contraction risks) depending on which tranche of ABS/MBS is purchased 
by the subfund. Money market investments are associated with risks of a money market, such as interest rate fluctuations, inflation risk and economic instability. Investments in the securities of 
emerging-market countries may exhibit considerable price volatility and – in addition to the unpredictable social, political and economic environment – may also be subject to general operating 
and regulatory conditions that differ from the standards commonly found in industrialized countries. The currencies of emerging-market countries may exhibit wider fluctuations.  

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future performance. Performance data does not take into account any commissions and costs charged when shares of the fund are issued 
and redeemed, if applicable. The return of the fund may go down as well as up due to changes in rates of exchange between currencies. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase 
or decrease and there is no guarantee that all or part of your invested capital can be redeemed. 

For definitions of the investment terminology used within this document please see glossary at: https://twentyfouram.com/glossary 

Interested parties may obtain the above-mentioned documents free of charge from the authorized distribution agencies and from the offices of the fund at 11-13 Boulevard de la Foire, L-1528 
Luxembourg. Refer for more information on the fund to the latest prospectus, annual and semi-annual reports as well as the key investor information documents (“KIID”). These documents may 
also be downloaded from our website at vontobel.com/am. The funds authorised for distribution in the United Kingdom and entered into the UK’s temporary marketing permissions regime can 
be viewed in the FCA register under the Scheme Reference Number 466625. The fund is authorised as a UCITS scheme (or is a sub fund of a UCITS scheme) in a European Economic Area (EEA) 
country, and the scheme is expected to remain authorised as a UCITS while it is in the temporary marketing permissions regime. This information was approved by Vontobel Asset Management 
SA, London Branch, which has its registered office at Third Floor, 22 Sackville Street, London W1S 3DN and is authorized by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) and 
subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). Details about the extent of regulation by the FCA are available from Vontobel Asset Management SA, London Branch, on 
request. The KIID can be obtained in English from Vontobel Asset Management SA, London Branch, Third Floor, 22 Sackville Street, London W1S 3DN or downloaded from our website vontobel.
com/am. This document is not the result of a financial analysis and therefore the “Directives on the Independence of Financial Research” of the Swiss Bankers Association are not applicable. 
Vontobel Asset Management AG, its affiliates and/or its board of directors, executive management and employees may have or have had interests or positions in, or traded or acted as market 
maker in relevant securities. Furthermore, such entities or persons may have executed transactions for clients in these instruments or may provide or have provided corporate finance or other 
services to relevant companies. Although Vontobel Asset Management AG (“Vontobel”) believes that the information provided in this document is based on reliable sources, it cannot assume 
responsibility for the quality, correctness, timeliness or completeness of the information contained in this document. Except as permitted under applicable copyright laws, none of this information 
may be reproduced, adapted, uploaded to a third party, linked to, framed, performed in public, distributed or transmitted in any form by any process without the specific written consent of 
Vontobel. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Vontobel will not be liable in any way for any loss or damage suffered by you through use or access to this information, or Vontobel’s failure to 
provide this information. Our liability for negligence, breach of contract or contravention of any law as a result of our failure to provide this information or any part of it, or for any problems with 
this information, which cannot be lawfully excluded, is limited, at our option and to the maximum extent permitted by law, to resupplying this information or any part of it to you, or to paying for 
the resupply of this information or any part of it to you. Neither this document nor any copy of it may be distributed in any jurisdiction where its distribution may be restricted by law. Persons who 
receive this document should make themselves aware of and adhere to any such restrictions. In particular, this document must not be distributed or handed over to US persons and must not be 
distributed in the USA.
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